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Welcome to Mouthfuls Summer 2011

This Edition:
Sharking Issues
Two by Two
NSR
Pancakes

I hate writing these introductions, but this one is even harder as it’s my last
as a student!
Welcome once again to Mouthfuls, your source of the truth for many years!
This summer you will have sharking lessons from the best, advice on looking
cool and a Welsh oral lesson amongst others, enjoy!

The Upper Dart Special

We have had a packed term with epic water levels for a change in

Overheard at Southampton

Scotland, alcohol fuelled midnight runs of the Dart as well as the fun (shark)

The Lakes

filled socials. Also, this year’s NSR proved to be our best yet with both the

Valentines Dart

‘Spirit of PGL’ and the much sought-after carnage award headed back

White water safety
‘Rwanda’ 2011

down to Southampton. Thanks to the outgoing committee for all their work
and also the new one for all their energy and enthusiasm. Again, thanks to
those who wrote articles and have been emailing me sharking activity after
a night out, those of you trying to hide stuff, don’t worry you were seen!
This summer there will be a fair few of us leaving the club, you might
recognize a few from the cover, but I’m sure we will see you all around
soon. I’m certain all of them have had as much fun as I have as a member
of SUCC.
So, until Christmas, and the sharking starts again, have a fantastic summer.

Sherman x
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Canoe Club,
Southampton
Regiment

To my sweetheart,
Life has been hard without you. Yesterday we stormed the
Nottingham territory in the YMCA formation. We took down enemy
university troops with impeccable ease. One by one they fell,
unable to contend with our epic paddling and synchronised
thrusting. Even Herr Rodeo Rabbit was no match for the
SUCC army, and he succumbed to the rain of plastic
bullets.
Unfortunately Corporal Hammond was taken
hostage in a tent by the enemy. And regretfully we lost
Private Dickins when her boat went down just off Muncher;
the last we saw of her there was chunder everywaaaar. A handful
of SUCC soldiers were also stricken by the blight of Trentitus and
fell behind.
We battled through harsh weather conditions and
severe hangovers, but moral stayed positive
with the help of bacon sandwiches and cup
of tea after cup of tea. Major Clark led us to
victory and NSR was ours!
Later that night we celebrated our triumph by
wetting our whistles at the local establishment, where
Sergeant Westernfaff discovered he will be called out
for services in Uganda to carry out important
paddling duties. Needless to say the troops were in high spirit and
we all danced the night away.
I hope to return soon, my love.
Yours always,
Lieutenant Herbert
x
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! Kate H: “Reflex over sex, I don’t
think so!” (at the xmas meal)
Audrey: “Paul looks like a
sperm”
Rhianna: “oohh, I like sperm”
George: "For fucks sake".
Alex Payne: "that's what Jesus
said"
Tom Pritchard "Fuck off, you've
got no teeth."
Thom Harvey: “We can blame all
this faff on Stabby's parents for
his lack of calcium!”
Elaine: “if you get me again, I'll
spit all over you”
William: “How was your Xmas?”
Elaine: “it was gangsta”
Whilst Vian was clearly holding
JJ s fake tash up for him:
Emily: “oh look, it even stays
there on it's own”
Aaron Price: “If you’re gonna
suck a dick, you might as well be
drunk.”
Alex Payne: “Relationships are
only guidelines.”
Anon: “Hey Big boy, I’ve just
seen you in the hobbit. You’re
DEFINITELY my type. I wanna
go balls deep in you. I reckon
you’d be as tight as a tiger. X
Ex Pres: “Sorry, jelly fish are
asexual.”
Fresher George - "I've dropped
my clitoris on the floor!"

Fresher George - "Quick
someone 'do' that waitress!"

!

Elaine - "Oh no it's sticky,
feel my bum."

!

This person wishes to
remain anonymous "Honky is just a word used
by jealous people!"

!
Whirly - (Beeping and
everyone in the minibus
waving goodbye to Chris
Eastabrook) "We know who
that is?"
Cant remember who said
this but I think it was
Fresher George - "If i was a
woman I would finger
myself continuously"
Emily M - "Oh PieChee,
you're too long!"
Elaine, to Immi: Snort
vodka, it's brilliant!
[Immi screams]
Elaine, when asked why
she bit beardy Dan: “He
was trying to steal my hat!”
Which was actually his
hat...
Immi: “You're the fourth guy
to squat on me this
evening. For god's sake.”
Elaine: “I licked your face,
tell me now!”
Rose: “What's 2011? Oh, I
thought you meant the
Olympics...”

Wilko: “You've been nothing
but nasty to me all night!”
Sherman: “I asked you
where you wanted to go on
holiday!”
Wilko: “You said "sort it out"
Sherman: “You love doing
that!”
JJ: ‘You could probably play
with me for 20 minutes
before I go off... I'm talking
to Matt, not you Elaine!”
Matt: “Go dance with her, or
you'll have another romantic
night with your laptop”
Audrey: “The laptop's better
than that.”
Emily, on seeing Sherman
isn't wearing the penguin
suit: “You're putting it back
on or the strap-on's coming
out!”
Paul: “I think that might be a
bit too much fun”
Curly, on the subject of sex
with paddles: “You can't be
submissive, it's dangerous.
You have to fight your
corner.”
Thom Harvey: “This is what
people have come to expect
from leadership in the club:
irritable, demanding and out
of sync with public opinion.”
Matt: “Audrey's housemate
Dani, she's an easy pull”
Audrey: “Tru Dat.”
Rossall: “I hate doing
heads.”
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The animals went in two by two, hurrah! hurrah!
The animals went in two by two, hurrah! hurrah!
The animals went in two by two, the elephant and the
kangaroo
And they all went into the ark, for to get out of the
rain’
So maybe nobody was dressed as an Elephant, or a
Kangaroo you get the idea though... as we all put our
best feet, flippers, wings and antenna forwards we
came up with some fantastic costumes to make the
Ark proud!!
We saw Ladybugs, Bees, Flamingos, Cows, Tigers and even Tinky Winky
come out for an epic night of Garyoke and general SUCC mayhem finishing
at Jesters. This was truly an animal ball with many species happily
demonstrating their amazing dance skills as we attempted ‘spotty dog’
‘rodeo’ and many other classic Gary moves!!
I’m sure there was lots of other
fantastic gossip and carnage but as
drink flowed in a nearly continuous
stream down the throats of most
SUCCers a few unruly members
decided that prank texting the
President would be much more
interesting than Gary....
SUCCer: I would like one of your
stingers inside me x
President: Bad times. Sounds painfull
x
SUCCer: Pain over pleasure any day.
The real question is could U handle it?
x

SUCC Love Dirty Alice xx!

Team Sausage’s* guide to

Being a Bad Man
Homage to Dickie Titz

An important part of SUCC is to be able to pass down information from generation
to generation. This guide aims to do exactly that for an important life skill for
SUCC Men which is rarely† covered. Although some may think they know
everything already, read on, as you may learn some new tips. Newer members
please take note as these important skills will be necessary for later years when
fresh crops arrive.
First things first-this guide is intended for single men only.
Under no circumstances should these instructions be followed‡ if you are in a
healthy relationship. Doing so is not in the true spirit and strongly frowned upon.
Please note that this does not include those who simply have a “regular bit on the
side”, providing either the other party has been consulted, or that they are being
an equally Bad Girl.
Now we have the formalities out of the way, we can begin.
Contrary to popular belief, Sharking is a Science. Take the right ingredients, fully
prepare, expose to the correct environment, and bring the heat. If everything is
done correctly, success§ is pretty much guaranteed. However, the required
balance is very fine – any slight miscalculations can throw the results right off. It
is this necessary attention to detail that is important if you are to succeed. We
will discuss a number of important details, as well as ways to help “improve your
odds”.
Ingredients. These consist of 3 groups - you, the prey, and other hunters. Let’s
start with you. This topic is very individual to the person; however there are some
universal tricks that can be used to get that extra advantage. Try a change in
hair, especially facial hair. A recent study has shown that chicks dig ridiculous
beards, but moustaches are out. Try a different scent. Some good aftershave or
simply work up a sweat in the gym and head straight to Jesters with that funky
Bad Man Musk. Filthy chicks love this. Clothing is all about wearing something
different, not just blending in with the Ben Sherman donning Proletariat. Try
shorts (a clear benefit for Baywatch), or wear a down jacket around the waist you
can use to brush against girls on the dance floor. If this has not been done, fear
not. Even if you look and smell like you’ve lived up a tree for a year you still have
a good chance if you work on other tricks…
The Prey-that’s plural. Never put all your eggs in one basket. Don’t quickly rule
out targets-you’re only reducing your odds. And be prepared to hunt outside the
box. There are more freshers outside the confines of the club. Plus variation is
good, especially when you’ve been in a long relationship. The bigger the age gap
the better success-Remember, you keep getting older but freshers just stay the
*

I would like to clarify the origin of the Term “Sausage Buddy”. This is NOT an innuendo, but in fact
came about when two people brought exactly the same type of sausages to a Barbeque. The suggestion
that it in fact referred to Partners in sharking crime was never intended, and is only used here in Irony
of this.
†
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‡
This tongue-in-cheek guide should not be followed whatsoever.
§
Interpret this how you like. See Diagram 1 for Details

same age. There are two lines of thought with choosing. The Alpha females may
appear to have a better payout, but competition is going to be a lot higher and
your chance of success lower. A true Shark will circle the Prey, watching their
every move. He is looking for telltale signs of weakness, easy targets to single
out for the kill. Do your homework beforehand. What do you know about your
targets? Engage conversation in a social environment, or for the ultimate win try
introducing a game of “I have never”. Look for information that may suggest the
quantity/quality of the rewards, and of course suggestions of easy pickings. A
recently ended relationship suggests they have been used to regular attention**
and are suddenly without, giving a higher probability they are “up for it”††. Other
telltales can be smoking and tattoos – although take extra precautions‡‡ with
chain smokers with tramp stamps. Maybe someone is showing interest to another
member you know is taken. Wait towards the end and become the consolation
prize.
Other Hunters. You may think these as your enemy, but use them to your
advantage, and you’ll reap the benefits. Why not buddy up? Try combining the
efforts of multiple sharks upon a large catch. Of course, it is important to preagree who gets to make the kill, to avoid serious stale-mate problems such as the
Pied Piper effect. Another approach is to take advantage of other species of
hunters. For a true lazy approach, wait for them to put in all the groundwork,
then steal the fire when they drop their guard, such as go to the bar. This can be
a dangerous trick, and is recommended only for professionals.
Preparation and environment. This relates to setting things up for your maximum
advantage. Have a sudden need to shark? All you have to do is send out a bait
email inviting people out for drinking and hey presto! Although more common is
to attend a prearranged hunt, or social/trip.
Preparation is key. Club trips are excellent for this. Alcohol consumption should
be encouraged. This is best done through carefully designed games. As
mentioned earlier “I have never” is a great way of surveying the field, there are
many other pre-sharking social activities that are good tactics. Encouraging
intimacy with the “Ice cube” game, Skinny dipping at a beach with a suggestive
name, or Dickie’s infamous “pass the sweet” gets people in the mood, lowering
social inhibitions. Professionals have been know to go as far as rigging an entire
game of “Pass the Parcel” in order to get pre-chosen targets to “Get involved”.
Preparation can also start on the river. You don’t have to be an impressive
kayaker or river leader, instead simply carry lots of extra warm clothes and a
flask of hot chocolate. Someone’s bound to get cold and need your attention. Of
course this may be a lanky fresher lad, so choose your group carefully.
That concludes Chapter 1 of How to be a Bad Man. Chapter 2 is available from the
SUCC shop, bundled with a free “Fresher logbook”
Just remember – Play safe kids!

Diagram 1 – Results (Not Guaranteed)

**

Interpret how you like
Term plagiarised from another guide
‡‡
Double up
††

Valentines Dart!

SUCC, my sweet…
I knew that this time we spent together would be magical,
As soon as our eyes met across the Boat Hard,
The day we threw caution to the wind,
And our sleeping bags in the van.
Many a moment we shared that evening,
As the drinking games continued long into the night,
And even though I sucked an old’s nipple,
I assure you it meant nothing.
I could only gaze longingly at the get-on,
As you struggled into a pair of wet thermals.
And as I watched your line down Lover’s Leap,
I felt Cupid’s arrow pierce the front of my buoyancy aid,
Though unfortunately, it tore through my last piece of river chocolate.
I fondly recall the evening during which we walked,
Hand in hand, under the pale moonlight,
To the 24hour Tesco,
As we had run out of alcohol during a rather intense game of Touchcup.
And though you may have failed to down a copious amount of lemonade,
I woke sorrowfully the next morning,
Knowing that after another day upon the Loop,
We would once again have to part ways, (Until NSR of course…).
Much love, as always, from your Beardy admirer… XXX
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Piechee: “a disability is not a reason to be fat!”
Immy on her way out: “Oh look, a cone! Is it too early?”
Laurent to Emily Corden: "what's in your furry pouch?" (refering to the pocket at the front of her
hoody)
Paul Clark: “It’s only a canoe club, don’t get stressed.”
I wish my body was one in one out, alex
Somerset: “Piechee still looks miserable in HD”
Matt Kelly to Curly: “Well it’s you that complains you get molested!”

Beardy: Guess who got £50 in the post from Sheila? Yea, that’s right, me!
Matt: Guess who got a blowjob from Sheila? Yea, that’s right, everyone!

SUCC Sharking Activity 2011

Fresher George

Lucy Rae

Luke Kelland

Thom Guy

Ginger Beard

Being Upside Down

Matt Kelly's
Friend
Paul Clark

Pyranha

Unknown Fresher

Fran
George Mortimer
Polo

Essex

Naked Rob

Paddles
Scottish Guy at NSR

Pete A

Stabby Joe

A rock
Cock Blocking

Immi

Curly

Bobbi
Drinking Chess
Starkie

Ali

Whirly
Gossip Vultures

Naomi

Westenbrink

Rose

Another Peacock

Rhiannon
Fresher Helen
Retentive Weir
Nik Morton

Audrey

Matt Kelly's Brother
Matt Kelly
Elaine

Roger
JJ

Bullshit Budgie

Lime

Kate Hutchinson

Minibus Roof

Somerset
A. Payne

Vian

Lexy

Pirate Steve

Ella

Harriet

!

"Goodbye plebs,
next time I see you
I'll be firing you so I
can buy a third
yacht.
!

Also, when I
become an MP, if
any photos of me
happen to appear
I'll slap a super
injunction on you
all”!

